
WHY MDS WILL NOT 
PROVIDE MDM IN 
THE CLOUD

 

Cloud native Platform as a Service 

(PaaS) can provide organizations with 

the flexibility and scale to operate 

enterprise solutions without needing in 

house expertise to manage install and 

configuration complexity. With SQL 

Managed Instance, Master Data Services 

(MDS) can now run in Azure, but that 

doesn’t make it a cloud-native PaaS 

solution like most other Azure platform 

technologies. Confusing Infrastructure as 

a Service (IaaS) with true cloud native PaaS 

solutions can quickly sour customers on 

the value of cloud computing since the 

expected benefits of scalability and ease 

of management are not realized with IaaS 

solutions. 

Read on to learn more about the ways that 

MDS does not support PAAS architecture. 
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MDS is shipped as a component 
of SQL Server Enterprise

Master Data Services is licensed as part of 

SQL Server Enterprise Edition (SQL EE). To 

run MDS in Azure, it has to be installed on 

a IaaS virtual machine that is licensed for 

SQL Server Enterprise Edition. In addition 

to the cost of SQL EE, it requires users to 

have expertise in configuring databases 

and an IIS web component, requiring 

technical expertise that should not be 

required in a cloud native solution.
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MDS is not scalable in Azure

MDS is not scalable in Azure: One of the 

key promises of a PaaS solution is that you 

can quickly scale up and down resources 

within Azure whenever your needs change. 

This would be a critical feature for Master 

Data Services as many data sets have a 

cadence that requires intensive resources 

for a few days in a month or quarter but 

can be lowered the rest of the time. With 

the high cost of Enterprise SQL Server 

being linked to cores, scaling usage could 

have a significant effect on total cost of 

ownership. Unfortunately, reimaging MDS 

to a smaller machine is no small feat as 

many user and configuration information 

is machine specific in MDS.
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MDS is not componentized  
for Azure

MDS is not architected for the Cloud: At its 

heart, MDS is architected as a monolithic 

solution that doesn’t easily deploy into 

the cloud. Addressing this would require a 

re-write of many core areas of the product, 

which does not seem to be on the road 

map for Microsoft engineering. While 

the transition to the cloud holds great 

promise for organizations to simplify their 

technology footprint and gain agility, 

the applications themselves need to be 

built for the cloud to unlock this value. 

Applications that are ported to the cloud 

with simple IaaS VMs fall short of most 

organizations desire in the cloud.

Check out how Profisee’s PaaS Master 

Data Management (MDM) solution will 

seamlessly move you to the cloud.

LEARN MORE

https://profisee.com/paas-modern-cloud-deployment-for-mdm/

